
Spanish lesson 2 -  Week commencing 04th May 2020
……………    ……    de mayo , del dos mil veinte (please fill in the correct date in Spanish)


¡Hola! 

Dear Class 8AB,


Well done for completing the third lesson of the term.   Hopefully you are learning how to describe 
your hair and eye colour, and how to use the verbs SER and TENER, example.  Soy pelirrojo I’m 
redhaired; Tengo el pelo rubio (I have blond hair). 

Let’s get started with the second lesson of the week, which will be the fourth lesson of the term.  I 
will add a page with the answers for this lesson so that you can correct them yourself.  As you 
know, we always strive to be self-learners, and to self-assess our knowledge.  Make sure you try 
to answer every question first, and then check the answers.  The answer-sheet will be given to 
your parents.


Remember that any answer that you did not get right is just a sign for you to know where to focus 
on next to continue progressing with your learning.  I’m confident you are doing great, so keep it 
up!  This lesson will cover some new vocabulary.  Today you will also be given as homework page 
37 of the workbook.  You will get the answers for this next week.    


The title of this lesson is: 


 ¿De qué color tienes los ojos? Mi familia y mis amigos   

What colour are your eyes? Mi family and friends 

The learning objectives for this lesson are the same as for the last lesson:


1) Describing your hair and eye colour

2) Using the verb ser and tener 

Starter: Translate the following sentences:


1) I have blue eyes.

2) I have brown eyes and long hair. 

3) I have green eyes and I’m red haired.

4) I have blue yes and I’m bold.

5) I have black eyes and long hair.

6) My cousins have green eyes and brown hair.  

7) My parents are blond and have blue eyes.

8) Your parents have grey eyes and brown hair.                               	 	 	 	

	 	 

1) ………………………………………………………………………………………….

2) ………………………………………………………………………………………….

3) ………………………………………………………………………………………….

4) ………………………………………………………………………………………….

5) ………………………………………………………………………………………….

6) ………………………………………………………………………………………….

7) ………………………………………………………………………………………….

8) ………………………………………………………………………………………….
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Now go to page 79 of the text book and do activities 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8.  


Activity 4 is a Speaking activity.  Describe to a member of your family the 
appearance of the two celebrities on that activity.  Use the sentence starters given.  
Please also make use of the Gramática box, which highlights how most adjectives 
come after the noun they are describing in Spanish.


Activity 5 is a listening activity.  ¿Cómo es la familia de Alma?  What is Alma’s 
family like?  You need to copy the table. Then listen and note down in English the 
hair, eye colour and other details mentioned about Alma’s family members.  Pay 
attention to the connective ‘además’ , meaning ‘also’, as you will come across it 
often.  


Activity 6 is a reading activity.  You need to read the descriptions and write the 
name of the person being described in each picture (a-c).  It is very helpful to read 
aloud to hear your pronunciation and to improve your reading fluidity.  


Activity 7 is another reading activity.  For this activity you need to fill in an identity 
card in English for each of the three members of the band described in exercise 6.  


Activity 8 is a writing activity.  For this activity you need to invent a fourth member 
of the band described in exercise 6 and write a description of him or her in 
Spanish, using the text in exercise 6 as a model.  A writing frame is provided.  


Plenary: 

Write a short description of someone in your class, describing hair and eyes. Try to 
use the pronoun él (he) and ella (she) in front of the verbs in order to emphasise the 
person’s gender.  If you were to read your description to a class member would 
they be able to guess who you have described?  


Well done for completing lesson 2 of the week! Make sure you correct your 
answers with the answer-sheet provided.  Remember that the homework for next 
week is page 37 of the workbook. In case you don’t have the workbook with you, it 
will be included as an attachment for this lesson.  

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 ¡Buen trabajo!                      

Name hair eye colour other details

Carlota brown,
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